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Helping 
humans be 
human



Key concepts 
for AI in the 
Enterprise
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From tedious 
work



From tedious 
work

*No goldfish were harmed in 
the creation of this slide.





What 
we’ve 
learned
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Alleviate 
tedium.



Knowledge 
workers split 
their time 
between core 
and peripheral 
work.

COR

PERIPHER

“These are the 
tedious, but 
necessary tasks 
which take up 
much of my day.” 

“As a manager I’m 
supposed to have 
a vision of where 
my business is 
going.” 



WOULD YOU FIND AI OR ASSISTANCE 
HELPFUL IN YOUR JOB?

“50% of my job are useless 
tasks. 
If I give up on them, I could then 
focus on the work that is 
important and brings more value”

Alex, Participant



HOW CAN WE HELP WITH CORE WORK?

“I love my job doing 
research – I want more 
time to sweat the data.”

Tina, Participant





AI should offload 
repetitive and 
peripheral tasks,

PERIPHER



and help people reach 
their full potential in 
creative, core work.

COR
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Enhance 
core work.



Peter, Participant

“They employed me for my 
personality and for my 
thinking. You can’t teach 
strategic thinking – you 
either have that kind of 
brain or you don’t.”



Karolina, Participant

“I want to keep what 
interests me or what will 
help me with my career.”





AI empowers the 
individual with 
personalized help



and helps facilitate 
collaborative work. 
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dynamics.
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Steer past old 
patterns.







Early versions of Gmail’s Smart Compose 
feature were influenced by gender bias.



Build trust 
through 
transparency into 
and control over 
our AI features.



of opt-in respondents said 
seeing suggestions 
improved their overall 
compose experience.

85%



*Ethan

* Actual photo & identity is private



I have an autism spectrum disorder, which affects my ability to 
communicate. It is very difficult if not impossible for me to come up with 
the kind of responses that come naturally to neurotypical people.

Smart Compose has proved invaluable to me by providing suggestions 
of how to convey my message in a way that other people would 
understand and not find weird or off-putting, and providing a way for 
me to learn how to communicate better.
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Key concepts 
for AI in the 
Enterprise

Steer past old 
patterns.

Respect social 
dynamics.

Enhance core 
work.

Alleviate 
tedium.
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Thank 
you!


